
Intentional Automation
for People Centred Small
Business

Making automation feel GOOD!
How to boost productivity and
communication. 



Outcomes
-Feel GOOD about automation! 

-Understand the role of automation in your business

-Have a goal for where to start

-Awareness of common tools/program to use as a beginner



Who am I? 
Officially entered the workforce at 13 and had already
tried my hands at business. I love learning and a
challenge! 

Typical type INTJ (The Architect) - I just LOVE building
systems and processes! 

Homeschooling Mum of 2 small children.  I like to be able
to prioritise rest! 

Lover of all things simple, minimal and sustainable. If I can
find a way to make a task easier/more efficient - I will. 



What is Automation?

What do you think of? Messenger Bots? 

Sometimes automation gets a bad rap because it feels
'impersonal'. 

To change that - we need to understand it's role. AND how it
is going to help all parties! 



Putting People
At the Heart! 
Think of a time that getting a
automated reply felt a bit yuck.
Why? 

What about a time that an
instant reply felt good? 

What is the difference?



Automation is tightening
the corners... not cutting
them. 

- Haresh Sippy



What Costs You Time? Create Ability to Scale

Where To Start? 

You may lose time on manually
completing tasks - especially ones

that happen repeatedly 

As your business grows
where do you see increases

in repetitive tasks?  



-Booking process
-New Client Onboarding
-Course EOI/Registration
-Opt in or Purchase process
-Invoicing
-Workflows
-Follow Up/Check-in

Examples



Lead Generation Booking/Onboarding Process

My Top Recommendations

It is easy to get tied up in work -
keep conversations going! 

This generally involces a
number of processes and

touch points. 



Lead Generation Automation

Build Opt In
Something valuable for

your audience. It solves a
problem

Email System
Set up list, form and

create the automated
delivery and followup

Next Step
This might be offering
resources, meeting,
products, FB group



Workflow
looks like
this...

Contact downloads your offer

Automatically recieves your offer

Wants MORE! 

Triggers the next sequence of follow up

Landing page triggers the email delivery

Email is prompt, genuine and just what they
need. Nurturing follow up. 

They love what you say! Clicks the link in your
email to book a call or buy the next offer.

Perhaps a booking form, calendar system,
onboarding system. They like you and trust
that you WILL support them in their journey. 



Any Questions? 
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